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The emphasis*.«
must be on promoting
and
reiniorcing
a professional
climate,

on both variety of teaching techniques and heavy
ie second phase of a broad Management Advisory
involvement of participants in the training process. As
Services training program was introduced following
an example, two videotapes were shown to the group.
the Firm's meeting for new managers held in June at
The first was a short skit staged by Bob and another
Skytop Lodge.
Twenty newly promoted MAS managers from across member of the EO Continuing Education Section
emphasizing, with exaggeration, the mistakes a manthe country completed their stay in Pennsylvania's
ager might make in discussing with a consultant such
scenic Pocono Mountains with more than two days of
concentrated instruction in matters specifically relating areas as client relations, practice furtherance and selfdevelopment. The emphasis of managers, Bob told the
to MAS. The program was conducted by Robert E.
group later, must be on promoting and reinforcing a
Thompson, national MAS training director for the
professional climate in all situations—with our own
Firm. EO director Leonard Pace, national coordinator
people as well as with client personnel. Only by profor MAS, attended the entire session primarily as an
jecting a consistently responsible attitude with regard
observer but participated on occasion in freewheeling
discussion sessions that stressed "student" involvement to the profession and the Firm can we expect respect
from the staff, clients and the public, he said.
MAS managers attending the meeting were John R.
Blair, Seattle; Robert E. Braxton, Detroit; Thomas L.
he second tape, a presentation relating
Chambers, Jr., Houston; Michael G. Deverell, San Franto the possible installation of a planning
cisco; William P. Dilgard, Jr., New York; George H.
and control system for a client, was later
•HP
Dorr, Miami; Phillip L. Dull, Saint Louis; Candido F
dissected by the managers to see how
Fernandez, San Juan; Daniel J. Fries, New York; Norit measured up to the four standards of effective oral
bert A. Gottenberg, New York; William A. Hockenpresentation—image, clarity, interest and retention.
berger, Denver; Donald D. Irvin, Dallas; John E. King,
The video presentation was analyzed against a preSeattle; James L. Kubiak, Minneapolis; Joseph L.
viously distributed checklist of qualities, with both its
McGavick, Seattle; Peter J. Postlewaite, Chicago;
strong points and weaknesses discussed.
James L. Rice, Houston; Ronald W. Rudolph, Chicago;
While the session employed techniques as advanced
David A. Schnepfe, Chicago; and Robert L. Todd,
as videotape, it leaned most heavily on involving the
Los Angeles.
new managers themselves in the teaching-learning
According to Bob Thompson, the specialized chalprocess. In one case, for example, there had been a
lenges facing MAS managers require a training program brief discussion on how to conduct meetings so that
tailored to meet those demands. "The Firm's MAS
predetermined objectives are met. Six managers were
group is composed of people with varied backgrounds," selected to make up a group to hold a typical meeting.
Bob pointed out. "If we are to provide the quality of
Unknown to the manager designated as chairman,
service consistent with our standards and our position
however, the others were briefed in advance by Bob
in the profession, it is necessary to have a training
Thompson, who assigned them specific roles to be
program that welds this body of individuals into a
played during the mock meeting. The managers were
coordinated corps of professionals whose efforts are
asked to play such "typical" personalities as Silent
integrated with the overall thrust of the Firm."
Sam, Competitive Carl, Talker Tim, Agreeable Albert
bout two years ago the opening phase
and Alienated Egbert. These personalities proceeded
of this training effort was announced—
to ignore, disrupt, sidetrack and otherwise sabotage
the MAS orientation course designed to
the attempts of the chairman to keep the conference
acquaint the new consultant with the
on course.
basic philosophy, techniques and procedures of MAS
Later, the entire group evaluated the performance
service with Haskms & Sells. The orientation course,
of the chairman and the methods used in attempting to
like the training program for new MAS managers, was minimize the disruptive effects of each character played
developed under the direction of Bob Thompson and
by the others. Some time was given to analyzing the
utilizes both printed matter and tape cassettes to reintechniques that could be used by the chairman of a
force the learning process. (News of the orientation
meeting or conference who encounters one or more
course first appeared in the July 1, 1974 issue of
of the obstructionist types highlighted in the mock
H&S Newsletter. Additional developments were
session.
reported in subsequent issues.)
he problem of effective delegation, par"The MAS Advisory Committee approved our plans
ticularly as applied to the coordination
for the manager-training program late last year," Bob
Bf jjlj of efforts of client representatives, also
said, "and I began outlining the basic structure
mr^~jm w a s e X p} o r e c j After the elements of effecimmediately."
tive delegation had been defined, one participant was
It was not until March, however, that the program
assigned the role of the MAS manager on an engagereally began to take shape, with Bob putting emphasis
ment while a second assumed the role of a client

%

- -. A more formal
approach to this
internal transfer
of knowledge.'
employee. Uuideimes were established defining the
specific situation under consideration, and the two
then acted out what could be a typical delegating interview. The entire group later commented on the techniques employed, underlined the weaknesses and
strengths of the manager's performance and suggested alternatives.
A team approach to various problems, used throughout the meeting, was termed most effective by the
managers. For a number of sessions, the managers
were divided into three teams, with each assigned
specific tasks. One such exercise involved team preparation of a formal presentation on a particular MAS
topic. The teams were told that they could divide
responsibility for preparing the talk in any way they
wished. In addition, the actual presentation could be
delivered by a spokesman for the team or different
members could present segments of the whole.
Each team was also told that it would be responsible
for criticizing another group's presentation. After all
three talks were completed, the members of a team
conferred, using the standard "MAS Presentation
Review Checklist" as a guide. One individual then
delivered his team's comments and observations to
the group being evaluated.
W
he importance of proper forms of
criticism and methods that can be
employed to criticize effectively were
underscored by both Len Pace and
ob Thompson. This came out most strongly during
sessions devoted to the delivery and critical evaluation
of a presentation. It is vital, Bob said, to be able to
point out the flaws or weaknesses in an individual's
presentation without setting up in that person
emotional barriers or defenses that would block his
receptiveness to the criticism.
The presence of Len Pace at the meeting highlighted
its importance to the Firm. "Part of the reorganization
of the Firm's MAS structure about a year ago involved
the decision to implement as rapidly as possible a
broad training program for our people consistent with
the levels of educational quality we want to maintain,"
Len said. "Obviously our problem is quite different from
that of the rest of the Firm, where most of the new
people have an accounting education and come to
Haskins & Sells directly from college. MAS people
have quite diversified backgrounds and join us later
in life, usually after having become expert in various
disciplines.
"The MAS Advisory Committee has approved a
nine-phase training program," Len noted. "The
orientation program, which Bob Thompson designed
as a self-instruction course, is the first phase. The
meeting for new MAS managers held at Skytop is
the second."
Len told the group that considerable emphasis would

be put on programmed self-development. "The
education of those of us in MAS must never cease if we
are to grow and increase our ability to serve the Firm
and its clients," he said. "We recognize that the Firm
simply cannot spoon-feed an adult, that the drive for
growth must come from within. In many respects, an
individual's attitude toward self-development is a
reflection of his commitment to the Firm and his career
with Haskins & Sells. Certainly the Firm has to create
an environment attractive to those who are selfmotivated, and so we will give our people all the help
and encouragement possible and practical. But we're
going to make it clear—in a formal program-—that
most of the work will have to be done by each of
us individually
"The meeting for new managers was developed so
that they could be given a clear idea of their
responsibilities as managers—MAS managers —in a
direct and concise manner," Len said. "They would
have attended the Firm's meeting for new managers
as a matter of course. However, we decided that the
special requirements and problems of an MAS
manager should be explored with them. The meeting
provided us with the opportunity to get to know the
new MAS managers personally."
The program will be given every year, Bob Thompson
said. "Obviously we intend to make changes in next
year's seminar based on our experiences here at
Skytop. Len Pace and I discussed the progress of the
meeting while it was in session, and we gave each of
those attending an evaluation form to be completed
and returned to us. I'm sure we'll make changes in the
1977 program after we've had the opportunity to study
and evaluate the comments made by the managers
who attended."
or Len Pace the session at Skytop was
just one more reflection of the growing
role played by MAS in providing services
^^B
to clients. "Up to now," he said, "a good
part of MAS manager training might be described as
on-the-job. However, we have MAS people in
twenty-five offices, and the number is growing. These
circumstances indicated to us that it was time to shift
emphasis to a more formal training program.
"We see our role in MAS as one of knowledge transfer
— from us to the client. At the same time, a similar but
internal transfer of knowledge has been required. We
know that the present structure of H&S, the nature of
its practice and the role played by MAS as part of the
Firm's practice require a more formal approach to this
internal transfer of knowledge. The broad training
program we are developing and implementing is, we
believe, the most effective and efficient way to channel
this flow of knowledge so that both the individual and
the Firm, and thus its clients, benefit to the maximum
extent possible."
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